Urban Garden Culture

What
Urban

are

Urban Gardens?

gardens can be in backyards, in public parks, on empty

constructions sites, on city squares or high up on the rooftops. It is an oasis that makes the city greener while providing
an alternative to traditional meeting places where communities can develop.

Urban

gardens are a way to create social

space, where people can spend time together while gardening.

When you make an urban garden you create an opportunity for
plants, friend- ships, experiences, knowledge, ideas and culture
to grow - and there are loads of engaging challenges and adventures involved, and plenty of fresh air guaranteed.
One

possible goal with an urban garden could be to see how

much of fruits and vegetables you can grow yourself; an- other
objective could be to improve the range of social activities in
a local neighborhood.

For

the more idealistic participants it

may be more important to spread knowledge about gardening,
sustainability, ecology, permaculture* and more, while others might be more interested in building, playing, or arranging

Gardens are
bors, friends,

places where neighcolleagues and peo-

Urban

gardens provide the space

for new meeting places, communal

ple who do not know each other

gardening, nature and green ini-

can meet to forge new friendships

tiatives in the city.

while making the city greener and

are inspired by urban- and guer-

more full of life.

rilla gardening.*

Urban

cultural events.

This

book is thus much more than a practical

guide to keeping a garden.

gardens

* = See glossary on page 28-29.

Start Garden culture now!
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Garden Hero

The Municipal Hero

Everyone can make an urban garden

Are you a
Garden Hero?
Do

you

dream

of

creating

Housing

Who is the Municipal Hero?

associations can found

an urban garden.

Urban

gardens

can be a municipal project, where
an

urban garden; love to break old
habits and use your hands; and
have a passion to work on projects together with other people?

local

inhabitants

can

tend

to

a garden together and bring life
and new activities to the neighborhood.

Gardens

can be esta-

blished on city squares to be used
as an open-air community center in
the summer.

Students

too can get

together and start urban gardens
at the university or in empty construction sites.

Even

in cities with

many private gardens there is ample

isolve pract
hero ca n
s to
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communit
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space to create shared urban gardens.

Are you the
municipal hero?
The

municipal hero* is a person

working in the municipal office
that knows the system and can
help a group that is on its way
to establish a garden. It is also a
person that has an understanding
which most urban gardens are tem-

In the long run, the municipal hero,
together with the landowner and
the users of the garden, can help
find a way for the project to survive for a longer period of time.

Cultivating

the garden for many

years will help to establish it as a
meeting place, and allow more perennial plants to grow which is an
important element of permaculture.

porary projects run by volunteers
and need help to process funding
and permit applications faster.

do not
Municipa l heroes
practical
always have the
dersta nding
knowledge and un
ing culture,
en
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orm them
inf
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Motivation
U rban

Positive publicity
for a project is
essential, but...

gardening culture on a

Municipal hero?

small scale allows space for ex perimentation .

It

provides a way

to join a unique community, in -

Do

fluence local urban development,

driven city development and cul-

create green meeting places and

tural activity in a local area?

produce organic vegetables that

This

book will show you a poten-

When
the gar -

tial development for unused city

den a special bond between the

to create new communities and

urban environment and the lo -

bring life to dead places.

benefit

the

environment.

you wish to initiate citizen

working and being in

space, and give you the basic tools

cal inhabitants evolves , and one
realizes that there is much more
to planting potatoes and mak-

Municip
a
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in
the pra terfere too that they
m
c
the pro tica l adminis uch with
tration
ject a n
d develo
o
pment. f

ing pesto from the freshly grown
herbs .

SIDE EFFECTS OF GARDENING
A place to meet new people,
a green space to unwind in,
m
helps to relieve stress fro
daily routines, and results
in plenty of fresh air.
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One can easily start a garden even if the gardening
season has already begun.
Just make sure you pick the
right plants to cultivate.
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Mentality
Start

and limit the element of joy and

Everybody works on a voluntary
basis, so there should be room for
different levels of participation.
This is best achieved by establish-

modest aims that are based on the

spontaneity.

ing a few common principles and a

resources available in the group

gardens

and local area.

and in cooperation with a lot of

It

different people!

garden’s principles and objectives

slowly and with the most

basic tools in mind

Do

not

the start.

plan

It

-

like a plant.

everything

from

is better to have

Remember that it is

on the smallest of scales that even

Avoid

making

a

detailed

script

or master plan for the garden.

It

can

constrain

are

the

Remember
built

up

project

that urban
gradually

the biggest projects begin.

basic form of organization.
is a good idea to put down the

on paper, so to avoid unnecessary
disagreements and conflicts.

Urban garden culture can be created
without many resources.
The most important is the drive and
motivation behind the project!

THINK OF THESE POINTS WHEN CREATING A VISION FOR THE GARDEN.
- Learn to let go. It cannot be
- Guaranteed that you will reap
what you sow, but you can reap
the joy that it gives to others.
- Urban gardening culture is
based on voluntary participation and is usually non-profit.

d ways
thousa n lture.
a
e
r
a
T here
ening cu xiste ga rd
e
to crea ation in some
pir
-27.
F ind ins s on pages 23
e
ting cas

- Do not focus on money; with
a little creativity you can do it
cheaper and a lot more fun.
- To a large extent urban gardening culture is about learning
the value of cooperation, cultivation and self-sufficiency.
Knowledge that can be applied
in many other areas of life.
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Find a plot
Public or private?

Private land

Public land

Remember!

Garden

culture can be started

Privately

owned land can often

Find the municipal hero. The munici-

You

almost

anywhere,

private

be borrowed for a limited period

pal garden hero is often found in

officially be a non-profit associa-

plots of land, to public parks.

of time, under conditions that are

the departments dealing with tech-

tion to use public land.

Jump on your bike and explore your
local area. You might already

determined

contract.

nical questions, environment, parks

have to keep the garden tidy and

know where there is a vacant lot

ciation one should speak to the

find a site, a plot of land, or a

housing-rental

or a lifeless park nearby.

board, if the plot of land is an old

park that looks to be missing some

mark.

greenery and life.

vide you permits for erecting any

from

If

through

approaching

industrial

or

a

a

housing

construction

asso-

site,

and

nature.

Together

you

can

contact the landowner. If you are

are

usually

required

You

to
will

follow the set rules, such as the

The

model*

in

Den-

municipality must pro-

type of construction.

And

you

committed and have a strong idea,

The advantage of using public land

can expect long waiting times for

there is no reason why your garden

is that you can come to enjoy the

your applications to go through.

cannot happen!

support and cooperation of the
municipal government, and eventu-

The

advantage of privately owned

land is that the conditions for its

How is the site in relation to the
sun and the wind? Is there access to water and electricity?
Is it accessible by car and larger
vehicles? How many people pass
by on a daily basis? What type
of housing, institutions, schools
and organisations are found
in the surrounding area?
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use are often more flexible in comparison to public land.

ally make an impact on the local
neighborhood planning strategy.

Some rele
va nt sites
in Denma r
k:
OIS.dk
Miljoepor
ta l.dk
Kort.pla n
Your munic system.dk
ipa lity’s w
ebpage
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Understand

the system

Old La
w

New Law

Give

the municipality and local

politicians input on how laws can

Urban
rary

garden culture is tempo-

and

requires

legislation*.

The

more

be made more flexible and accom-

flexible

modative to alternative practices

old laws that

through a positive dialogue and

exist are aimed for sites in perma-

It

is okay to ask stupid questions

to the municipality and professionals.

Passionate

amateurs

-

not ex-

perts, run most urban gardens!

technical exchanges*.

nent use, such as parks, kindergartens,

private

residences

and

allotment gardens.
not take no for

Therefore do
an answer! The

municipality tends to put things
in existing categories, make them
think outside the box!

Genera lly municipa lities wa nt to
avoid, clutter,
complaints and
additional work.
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PERMIS
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- Cha n
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he use
o
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pla n* a n to the loc f the site*
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icipa l a l a rea
rea pla
- Envir
n*.
o
struct nmenta l a nd
iona l m
conatters
*.
- Sa le
of foo
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rink s*.
- O rga
n
events ization of la
r
in publi
c a rea ge
s.
- Keepin
chicken g livestock, su
s a nd g
ch as
oats.
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A Community
The

becomes

role of planning, coordinating

and administration should not be
underestimated.

It

is an important

part of any larger communal urban
garden.

Without

it, the project

will have a hard time surviving even
for one season.
from

day

one

Make

all

the

sure that
necessary

roles and responsibilities are distributed among the participants, the
boring and the fun ones alike.

The

reward of seeing your garden grow
and flourish is worth the effort!

Association

Purpose

Planning

Communication

The

Make

It’s

Set

board is the link between the

your intention for creating a

a good idea to create differ-

up a website, internet group or

the

garden clear: if it’s to improve the

ent work groups based on people’s

a blog where you can communicate

landowner, if there is one involved.

neighborhood, to grow vegetables,

interests

of

responsi-

with each other, arrange meetings,

The

association can simply be a pro

to practice permaculture, to build

bility and activity.

This

way you

write texts and post photos from

forma that is written up to get an

structures, to enjoy the outdoors,

can be more efficient and save time

the garden.

official organizational identifica-

to enhance social integration, or

that can be used on more general

internal use as well as for attrac-

tion number so that you can con-

to educate.

gardening tasks.

ting new members and supporters.

Decide

Experience:

association,

municipality

and

with

areas

This is a great tool
for
www.

tact other organizations, authorities, and funding bodies.

how the produce from the

(vegetables, flowers, honey,
eggs and more) shall be used. Is it
for communal meals, can it be taken
home, shall it be sold or donated?
garden
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organize

communal

meals in conjunction with garden
meetings, so that the social aspect
of the project is in focus.

This

way

more people will enjoy participating
in the meetings.
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Financing

Organization
Make

a schedule and timetable for

basic tasks such as watering, weeding and thinning.

Decide

to meet

regularly a few days a week.

Finish

your workdays with a communal
meal or afternoon tea so that you
can enjoy each other’s company
and have an informal meeting.

Make

Where do the resources
come from?

sure to label what plants

are planted where, and make a
note of when they are to be watered and weeded.

Give ownership

- Start

natural development based on the

Make

groups for practical tasks

and concrete projects.

Let

each

group have its own area of responsibilities based on their interests.

Perhaps a group focusing on composting, or beekeeping*, cooking,
permaculture, DIY construction,
keeping chickens, building greenhouses, growing specific plants like
chilies, and so on. Separate areas
of responsibility can make it easier
to coordinate the garden as a
whole and help promote a sense of
ownership among the volunteers.

If
:
Remember
vegthe sa me
t
n
la
p
t
o
yea r
Do n
il
so
e
the sa m
ill
p
o
eta bles in
g cr s w
r. Rotatin
after yea id soil depletion.
help to avo
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small and try to have a

energies available in the garden,
so that you are not constantly
dependent on external resources.

- Recycle. - Keep it simple!
- Create an

achievable plan

outlining basic needs.

- Try

to keep the administrative

workload at a minimum.

- Avoid applying for too many
funds and grants. Applications
work and may require you to

part of the garden then knowledge

adjust your goals to funding
criteria.

key members are no longer able to
continue

to

participate,

others

will be ready to take charge.

- Munic
ipa
- Natio
n

MONEY

l funds
.

IS NEED
ED

a l gra n
ts.
- Loca l
environ
menta l
agencie
- Priva
s.
te fund
st
loca l d
evelopm hat support
ent pro
jects.
- Spon
sorship
s
a
loca l b
usiness nd donation
s
a nd or
ga niza from
- Memb
tions.
ership
fees.
- Sa le
of vege
ta b
honey,
eggs a les,
nd so o
n.
- Paym
ent for
ga rden
shops,
in
lecture
s a nd g g workuided t
ours

require a lot of administrative

everyone feels like they own a

is more easily shared, and when

WHEN A
L IT T L E

- Focus on keeping motivation high

Remember:
Make a budget. It
cannot be done too
early, only too late.

and deal with the practical tasks
first, after that think about money
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Community
The garden does not only attract
gardeners. You will meet a lot of

Make

different

mensions and how one can become

people

from

the

local

area, students interested in urban projects, tourists and curious
passersby

-

especially if the garden

is in a public place or a park.

a visible sign that describes

the project, its aims, practical dia part of it.

How do we get more
to join the garden?

As a volunteer
you want to...?

Talk to your neighbors and friends.
Invite people to garden meetings
and gardening weekends, organize
events. Ring doorbells. Hang up
posters in the surrounding area.
Talk to people on the streets and
courtyards. Contact the local
newspaper. Arrange a presentation
at the local library. Create mailing lists, send out newsletters, use
social media, and put up signs that
motivate the goals of the garden.

Become
Join a

What functional roles
are needed in a garden?
Remember:
UUrba n garden culture is
about working together
and sharing experiences with others.
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- Overall

planning of the

gardening season.

- Coordination of watering,
weeding and thinning.
- Organization of communal
meals and public events.
- Caring for bees and livestock.
- Construction and building.
- Accounting and budget making.
- Fundraising and communication.

community.
Influence the
way citizens use their city. Learn
something about the earth, plants
and other living creatures. Perhaps try keeping bees, chickens or
other animals. Experience nature
in the city. Get a chance to work
with your hands. Find a place to
relax and unwind.
part

of

a

movement.

Good advice:
Write a clea r description that
expla ins the key goals and
basic guidelines behind the
project. This will make it easier
for new volunteers to join.
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What

could be found in the garden?

Plants
What

type

of

plants?

Flowers,
mushmany op-

Activities

Raised bed

Practical

The

activities are a good

of a raised bed

height of a raised bed depends

watering,

If it is
- potatoes, celery,
beetroots, carrots and such, then

when you plant something is that

weeding, keeping bees or chickens,

two frames on top of each other

you are able to take care of it and

all of which can be done by chil-

are required since root vegetables

are interested in using it when it has

dren and adults alike.

grow

grown. It should also not conflict

In

(too

workshops, lectures, guided tours,

vegetables,

fruits,

rooms, herbs
tions.

The

-

berries,

there are

most important thing

much) with the agreements

made with the landowner.

reason

They
ing,

to

be

in

the

garden.

can include sowing, plantcommunal

meals,

addition you could arrange

birthday

parties,

concerts,

wa-

ter fights, harvest festivals, art
exhibitions,
much more.

Toolshed
Build

a toolshed, so that you can

keep track of all your tools, and
so that there is shelter if it starts
to rain.
tools

But

do not keep all the

locked

up

-

leave

some

outside for the children and new
visitors to the garden.

However,

what you can leave outside depends on whether the garden is on
a closed private plot or in an open
public space.
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Prototype

Sunday

brunches and

on what is planted in it.
root vegetables

downwards

more soil.

and

require

Flowers, salad, cabbage,

radishes, strawberries and the like
need only one frame.
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Other things you can
build in the garden
Compost containers and worm farms.
Vertical gardens for herbs.
Playhouse for children.
Swing and sandbox.
tables and benches.
Outdoor kitchen.
Chicken coop.
greenhouse.
Birdhouses.
Toolshed.
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City Garden 2200
description
City Garden 2200

was

Copenhagen. The

estab-

Nørarea

where the garden lies was hardly
used by the inhabitants of the city
and had an unwelcoming feel to
it.

After

ect’s vision of sustainability, the

The

importance of social space in cities

The

that a wide range of people have

project

been able to enjoy it.

an

hands to help with the practical

to

tasks, initiatives for new projects

members, a larger group of

and ensuring that the knowledge

forgotten corners, and creating
a foundation to develop practical

knowledge

in

horticulture,

especially permaculture.

the municipality initiat-

garden’s location has meant

There is
20

active group of around

25

volunteers that use the garden
more

sporadically,

and

a

main

challenge

faces

is shared.

The

is

that

getting

the

enough

location of the gar-

much

den also means that there are some

City Garden

larger group that use it as an

local rules that must be followed,

the previously dark corner

extension of the park or those

which are hard to enforce when

of the park has become filled with

that walk in from the street out

the volunteers are so varied, and it

activity and colors.

of curiosity but that do not take

is difficult keeping track of every-

part in gardening activities.

thing and everyone.

ed the founding of

2200
This

garden

shows

how

public

parks can be used in a new way,
allowing local citizens to take
charge of the use and maintenance of a shared space.
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Challenges

is built on ten

principles that outline the proj-

lished in a public park in
rebro in

Location

City Garden 2200

has built the
City Ga rden 2200
cled matericy
ga rden from re
e city. During
th
nd
ou
ar
d
als foun
me 60 tons
so
on
the first seas
se
ha d for the
of soil were purc
ers themselves
te
lun
Vo
.
ra ised beds
s and pla nts
ed
brought the se
the ga rden.
in
ish
ur
flo
w
that no

Find out more:
www.byhaven2200.dk

City Garden 2200 is established as a voluntary
organization, where the
board makes decisions
based on consensus with
the users of the garden.
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Prags Garden
Description
Prags Garden

Halfway into the first gardening
season Prags Garden received a letter from the environmental department of the municipality of Copenhagen, stating that it was forbidden

Motivation

is and urban gar-

Prags Garden

was founded to

den that is open to everyone that

create an informal meeting place

wants to join.

square

where one could cultivate both
vegetables, as well as social and

beehive, chicken

120
outdoor kitchen,
coop, and con-

tainer shed.

garden opened its

development.

It

is

860

meters large and consists of
raised beds, and

The

doors to the public in

May 2011

and since then has been gardened
collectively.

All

the

vegetables

are used for communal meals and
public

events.

Prags Garden

cultural relationships, and experiment with alternative ways of city

Unlike allotment and
school gardens, Prags Garden is
not owned by anyone, it also does
not require official membership and
has no age restriction.

In

fact

factory site.

The

site was restricted

to industrial and commercial use,
and not for recreational purposes.

If

the project was to continue it

was required that all the soil was
to be dug up and sealed with concrete due to minor pollution in the
ground.

According

to the munici-

pality it was not sufficient that all
the vegetables were grown in fresh
soil in sealed elevated beds.

After

six months of negotiations and ap-

Prags Garden

is

anyone is free join and take part

part of the cultural and entre-

plications for permits

in shaping the physical layout of

managed to reach a compromise with

preneurial environment at pb43 in

the garden.

the municipality that allowed the

Copenhagen

that is located on

project to continue if the ground

the site of a disused paint factory.

was covered with inexpensive plastic plates and a layer of gravel.

This was a much cheaper and flexible
solution (70.000kr for the plates,
and the gravel was donated) that
fit the gardens temporary scope (due
to close in 2016). The garden still
adheres to the strict environmental
requirements of the municipality
just in a different way.
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Find out more:
www.pb43.dk
or find them on facebook: ”Prags Have”

to establish a garden on a former

-

Prags
Garden
start
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A dopt-A-Box
Concept
Adopt-A-Box

is a project car-

ried out by the voluntary association,

They

Himmelhaven (sky

garden).

provide boxes for growing

vegetables that are adopted by
shops on the condition that they
are placed where visibly to the
public.

Adopt-A-Box

builds

the

boxes themselves and plants crops
in cooperation with a large network of volunteers.

Follow their blog: adoptabox.
blogspot.dk find them on
facebook: “Adopt-A-Box”

Adopt-A-Box started in the Latin
Quarter in Aarhus Denmark in
2012 and build 40 boxes for the
side- walks of the city, in the first
sea- son. Thanks to a public grant
the project has been given the means
to expand in

2013. A greenhouse has

been built to cultivate plants for the
new

100

boxes that will find their

second

season.

concept is extremely simple and can
be used on all kinds of streets and in
any type of neighborhood.

The association is built on a core group
of passionate people that are responsible for the planning and organizing
of the project. In addition there are
a good number of people who come
regularly to lend a hand, and thanks to
Adopt-A-Box’s wide-reaching network
they are able to find even more people
to pitch in on major working days.
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Aarhus in the
The Adopt-A-Box

way to the streets of

Purpose
The

group behind

Adopt-A-Box

is

experimenting with the concept of
urban farming in an attempt to
challenge existing uses of the city.

By

growing vegetables and edible

flowers on the streets of
one

(hopefully)

Aarhus,

begins to view the

urban landscape in a different and
greener way.

A year
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Glossary
Land use
Whether

the garden is established on an industrial site, a rooftop or a public space, it will probably

require an application for change in land use.
number of technical issues.

For

Depending

on the individual case, this may involve a

instance, if a former industrial site is polluted it may be necessary to seal

Municipal plan
Tries having a look at the
your garden. Information
could be located.

Building permission
If you intend to raise

Non-profit
Anon-profit

the relevant building regulations. In

Denmark, for example, to construct a building with a floor area
less than 10m2 does not require a permit - as long as it is not higher than 2,5 meters and is at least 2,5
meters away from other buildings. Yet be aware that local councils can have other rules and regulations that might apply. Be sure to look them up, but remember that it is often easier to get forgiveness
than permission.

organization uses any surplus revenue to further its idealistic cause instead of dividing it

among the owners, shareholders or investors connected to the project.

Permaculture
Is a life philosophy

that is based on establishing natural sustainable systems.

Gardens

that are founded

on permaculture principles may in some ways come to resemble wild forests, with hundreds of different species living in synergy.

City-bees
Bees today

about various industrial, commercial, residential, and green zones will give

you an insight regarding the municipality’s strategy relating to potential spaces where an urban garden

the contaminated soil before you are able to get permission to found a garden.

any larger structure as part of your garden is sure to familiarize yourself with

municipal government’s overall plan for the area where you intend to create

There

are a number of practical features of permaculture, which can be used easily

in urban gardens. www.permacultureprinciples.com.
has a difficult time surviving without the help of people. In recent years the number of bees

has fallen drastically without any known reason.

A

continued decline of the bee population will have

a negative impact on our food supply, and will make the world a more boring place.
a fun and suitable solution to help reverse this negative trend.
www.bybi.dk

- www.biavl.dk -

For

some inspiration

Raising city bees is
from Denmark visit:

www.biavl-dbl.dk

Guerrilla gardening
Guerrilla gardeners turn abandoned plots of land and drab public spaces green, without permission from
the municipality or landowners. Either in covert operations under the cover of darkness, or in full view
of the public, they use gardening to protest against urban development, poor management of properties,
and commercial beautification of the city. www.guerrillagardening.org.
Soil pollution
Is sure that you

are aware of the environmental standards for the level of soil pollution when you set

out to establish a garden. In
sloven and specifically

§8

Denmark,

see www.mst.dk/virksomhed_og_myndighed/jord/jordforurening-

regarding changes in land use.

Urban gardening
The inspiration comes from places such as New York and Cuba where the phenomenon of “urban agriculture” means more than simply growing vegetables in cities. In many cases, urban gardening is equally
about creating a space for a different type of urban dwelling, which reflects distinct social, cultural
and economic values. Today, urban gardening can be found in many large cities across the world, and
the phenomenon is still experiencing a healthy growth.
Sale of food and drinks
If you want to sell food and drinks in your garden you might have to meet the requirements of a number
of different health and safety, and commercial legislations. One solution can be to simply ask for donations for food and drinks rather than to use pricing in order to raise money.
Technical exchange
Because urban gardening

is still a relatively new phenomenon, the rules and regulations concerning the

growing of vegetables and other plants in cities are still changing. It is favorable to invite the municipality and other important actors for technical exchange where everyone can work together in order

Municipal hero
The municipal hero is usually an employee of the municipality that
obstacles. He or she is a person that can provide moral support

to develop the most effective guidelines, to keep give free space for urban gardens grow freely.
is able to see opportunities instead of
and a useful network, as well as to

communicate across different departments in the local government in order to convince that urban
gardening culture is a good idea.
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Colophon

When

the season is over
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1. Remember to meet during the winter,
both to evaluate the past season and to
plan for the next, and just to hang out!
2. Organise workshops on, for example,
germination and different cultivation
methods.
3. Plan the coming season well in advance.
Or else there will be a lot of confusion
once its time to start gardening.

Created in collaboration with:
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This is the tale of the small scale
that has great potential... And
it is based on true story.
DO MORE
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